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Abstract. Besides the lexical ontology itself, during the Onto.PT
project other resources were developed. Those included handcrafted
grammars for extracting semantic relations, a term-based lexicalsemantic network extracted from dictionaries, a thesaurus with fuzzy
memberships, polarities assigned to the Onto.PT synsets, as well as resources used for evaluation, such as manual mappings between words and
synsets or the manual classification of synsets and relations as correct
or incorrect. This abstract enumerates these resources, which are freely
available from the Onto.PT website.
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Introduction

Onto.PT [1, 2] is a public domain wordnet-like lexical ontology for Portuguese.
Similarly to Princeton WordNet [3], it is structured in synsets – groups of synonymous word senses that can be seen as possible lexicalisations of a natural
language concept – and semantic relations connecting synsets – including not
only hypernymy (a concept is a kind of another) and part-of (a concept is part
of another), but also others, such as causation (a concept causes another) or
purpose-of (a concept is used for another). Recently, dictionary definitions were
also assigned to part of the synsets, to work as glosses.
The main difference between Onto.PT and other wordnets is that it is created automatically, from available resources. This is an alternative to the timeconsuming manual creation and leads to a larger wordnet, in a trade-off on the
lower reliability. Onto.PT is thus not a static resource, as either improvements
to the creation approach or the exploitation of different resources can lead to
new versions.
Besides the wordnet itself, during the Onto.PT project several other resources
were developed. These include handcrafted grammars for extracting semantic relations from text (described in sec. 2.1); the output of some of the creation steps,
namely a term-based lexical network (sec. 2.2) and a fuzzy thesaurus (sec. 2.3),
recent experiments performed towards the assignment of a polarity to the synsets

(sec. 2.4); and the results of several manual evaluations performed along the way
(sec. 2.5). All these resources might be useful for other researcher and are thus
freely available from Onto.PT’s website1 .
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Resources description

The current version of Onto.PT is 0.6, but older versions are also available. This
resource is represented in a RDF/OWL model, based on a similar representation
of Princeton WordNet [4]. It is available in two common formats for these models,
namely RDF/XML and the more compact N3, which enable it to be loaded in
a triple store, thus providing tools such as querying and inferencing.
Onto.PT is created following the ECO approach, which consists of the following steps: (i) relation extraction from text; (ii) synset discovery by synonym
clustering; (iii) relation arguments mapping to synsets (ontologisation); (iv)
definition assignment. ECO and the contents of Onto.PT are explained elsewhere [1, 2]. For the current version, in the relation extraction step, two public
Portuguese dictionaries were exploited, namely Wiktionary.PT2 and Dicionário
Aberto (DA) [5], then merged with the relations from the term-based lexical
network PAPEL [6]. Moreover, in the the synset discovery step, an available Portuguese thesaurus is used as a starting point, TeP [7], merged with the synsets
of a Portuguese wordnet, OpenWordNet-PT [8], and then augmented with the
synonymy relations obtained in the previous step and also those from another
thesaurus, OpenThesaurus.PT3 . In the remaining of this section, other available
resources are described.
2.1

Relation extraction grammars

The first step of ECO focused on the extraction of semantic relations from available Portuguese dictionaries, namely Wiktionary.PT and DA. Given that many
regularities are preserved across different dictionaries, these relations were acquired using the handcrafted grammars developed in the scope of PAPEL4 ,
which extract relations between the definiendum and words in the definition.
These grammars are editable text files that work with the chart parser PEN5 .
Moreover, in the scope of Onto.PT and using the grammars of PAPEL as a
starting point, other extraction grammars were developed, initially for extracting semantic relations from raw text. However, their development was made
towards Wikipedia.PT abstracts, which were exploited for extracting synonymy,
hypernymy, part-of, causation and purpose-of relations between nouns [9]. Due
to the poorer quality of the obtained results and to the scope of the Wikipedia
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Available from http://www.linguateca.pt/PAPEL/
Available from https://code.google.com/p/pen/

abstracts, the relations obtained with these grammars ended up not being integrated in Onto.PT. But the grammars are available and can be used as a starting
point for a relation extraction system from raw text, or for comparison purposes
with alternative approaches.
2.2

CARTÃO: term-based semantic relations

The relations extracted from Wiktionary and DA are also available in
the same triple format as PAPEL – word1 relation predicate word2
– where each predicate connects a pair of words of a specific part-ofspeech. The three relation sets combined make up the large term-based
lexical network CARTÃO [10], which contains about 147,000 terms
(≈93,000 nouns, ≈31,800 verbs, ≈31,000 adjectives, ≈3,500 adverbs),
connected by about 331,000 relation instances that cover a broad range
of types, distributed as follows: ≈135,400 synonymy (sinonimo n de,
sinonimo v de, sinonimo adj de, sinonimo adv de); ≈95,700 hypernymy
(hiperonimo de); ≈9,600 part-of (parte de, parte de algo com propriedade,
propriedade de algo parte de); ≈8,500 member-of (membro de, membro de algo com propriedade,
propriedade de algo membro de);
≈680
contained-in
(contido em,
contido em algo com propriedade);
≈900
material-of (material de); ≈12,800 causation-of (causador de, caupropriedade de algo que causa,
acsador de algo com propriedade,
cao que causa, causador da accao); ≈2,400 producer-of (produtor de,
produtor de algo com propriedade,
propriedade de algo produtor de);
≈16,600 purpose-of (faz se com, faz se com algo com propriedade, finalidade de,
finalidade de algo com propriedade);
≈2,400 quality-of
(tem qualidade, devido a qualidade); ≈600 state-of (tem estado, devido a estado); ≈1,700 place-of (local origem de); ≈4,100 manner-of
(maneira por meio de, maneira com propriedade); ≈270 manner-without
(maneira sem, maneira sem accao); ≈37,700 property-of (diz se sobre,
diz se do que); ≈1,500 antonymy (antonimo n de, antonimo v de, antonimo adj de, antonimo adv de). In the manual evaluation of a previous

extraction, we concluded that accuracy depended on the kind of relation and
in the dictionary. It ranged from 98-100% (synonymy between nouns) to 69%
(purpose-of in PAPEL) and 69-75% (property-of in Wiktionary.PT).
2.3

CLIP: a fuzzy thesaurus

In ECO’s synset discovery step, clusters of synonymous words are identified in
the synonymy network extracted from text. Ideally, polysemous words will belong to more than one cluster and, according to the configuration of the network,
the membership of a word to a cluster can have different values, which is why we
call our synsets fuzzy (check [11] for more information). Although the current
version of Onto.PT uses TeP and OpenWordNet-PT as a starting point, in previous version of Onto.PT, we have discovered synsets from the synonymy networks
extracted from PAPEL, DA, Wiktionary.PT, TeP and OpenThesaurus.PT. The

resulting fuzzy thesaurus, CLIP, is available from Onto.PT’s website. The manual evaluation of this resource lead to an accuracy of about 83%.
Having in mind that word senses are not discrete [12], the fuzzy thesaurus
representation is closer to reality than a simple thesaurus. Moreover, in word
sense disambiguation, choosing the synset where the target word has higher
membership might be used as a baseline.
2.4

Synset polarity

To enable its use in sentiment analysis tasks, we have recently applied a polarity
assignment and propagation procedure to Onto.PT [13], where we have exploited
SentiLex-PT [14], a public lexicon with the typical polarity of Portuguese words
towards human subjects, to assign polarities to the Onto.PT synsets. The result
of this procedure can be seen as sentiment wordnet, with some similarities to
SentiWordNet [15]. It consists of 14,000 Onto.PT synsets with negative (≈8,000),
positive (≈4,200) and neutral assigned polarities (≈1,650), also available. In
an evaluation with a previous version of Onto.PT, the polarity accuracy was
between 70% and 79%.
2.5

Evaluation package

In addition to all the previous resources, we made available the result of several
manual evaluations and gold collections, most performed by two human judges.
The evaluation package includes samples of: (i) term-relations from PAPEL and
extracted from DA and Wiktionary.PT – classified as correct (2), related but
wrong relation (1) or incorrect (0). (ii) synonymy pairs from PAPEL and their
suitable TeP synsets, from those containing one of the words; (iii) synonymy
pairs from the same discovered synset – classified as correct (1) or incorrect (0);
(iv) complete synsets – classified as correct (1), if all the words in the same synset
share a meaning, or incorrect (0) otherwise; (v) term-relations from PAPEL
and suitable TeP synsets for mapping their arguments; (vi) the classification of
synsets and synset relations – both either as correct (1) or incorrect (0) – the
final evaluation of Onto.PT. These resources are of great utility for evaluating
further improvements of Onto.PT and the steps of ECO, and might be useful
for other researchers working on this area and willing to evaluate their results.
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Conclusion

This abstracted is a brief description of the freely available resources developed in
the scope of the Onto.PT project, apart from the wordnet lexical ontology. They
include grammars for relation extraction from Portuguese raw text, semantic relation instances extracted from dictionaries, a fuzzy thesaurus, a synset-oriented
sentiment lexicon, and several datasets that were used for evaluating the creation
steps of Onto.PT. We recall that all of these resources are freely available and
we sincerely hope that they can be useful for the Portuguese NLP community.
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